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In and Out the Thumb Position

1
Different yet the same
The thumb position is a seemingly daunting area on the instrument. All
security one might have build up on the “normal” part of the bass suddenly
doesn’t apply. There is no thumb behind the neck to counter pressure your
left hand fingers; the distance between the notes becomes very small, the
logic of our normal fingering flies out the door, since the 4th finger is
unavailable, the 3rd comes in to replace it. All in all an intimidating area on
the instrument.
At the same time though, a string is simply a string. We play 1-2-4 and go up
and replace it with 1-2-3 with the thumb automatically moving position: from
behind the neck to on top of the fingerboard. No big deal.
Quite some bass methods describe different thumb position shapes, of which
the diatonic one made me uncomfortable from the day I encountered it in
fact, since I felt that my hand simply had to over-stretch, and my fingers were
moving out of position during the playing of the different notes.

After long deliberation I decided that this approach to the thumb position
where the fingers can be spread out diatonically just doesn’t work for me. If
we work from the system where all fingers are ready to be played within one
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position we should extend this philosophy into the thumb position as well. In
other words: I will not accept fingerings that force my hand to stretch into
an unnatural position, or force my fingers to move away from the place they
need to be in to play the other notes in the given position. This leads to only
2 possible shapes in the thumb position: the closed and (preferred) open
position:

T

T
1

1

2

2

3

3

open position (preferred)

closed position

Suddenly the connection between the lower and higher position becomes
evident. We play with a solid 3-finger system all over the bass*. The thumb is
placed in a natural relation with that: either behind the neck, or on the string.
The thumb wants to find its natural position, either behind the fingers or a
whole step underneath the first finger in the thumb position.
This leads to a fresh approach to the nomenclature of the positions on the
neck. In fact we can take the first finger as our reference. The positions
simply follow this logic. This means we have 12 neck positions and 12 thumb
positions (more if need be). These are logical and parallel in nomenclature.
1st finger on Ab is first position, 1st finger on Ab in the thumb position is first
thumb position. Simple and clear.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

* I am fully aware of the fact that there is an alternative approach to playing the instrument
in a much more liberal way. The fingers of the left hand can simply find the notes they
need to play with the flexibility of hand position that for instance pianists have. This will
open up the possibility to play with all 4 fingers in the positions above the 5th position or
so, it will liberate the fingerings in the thumb position etc. Some great bassists play in this
liberal way, and are the proof that this system is valid. Many fantastic players play from a
solid position system as well though, and my approach to the instrument follows this
doctrine.
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neck positions:

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

7th

8th

9th

10th

5th

6th

11th

12th

thumb positions:

1st

2nd

7th

8th

3rd

9th

4th

5th

6th

10th

11th

12th

The only difference between the neck position and the thumb position is the
fact that in the thumb position we have an extra finger to play with: the
thumb itself. Often though the thumb will not be used, and the logic that is
used in the fingerings on the neck can be translated directly to fingerings in
the thumb position. In fact I consider the thumb (in the 1st and 2nd thumb
position that is) as the open strings. These become movable open strings a
bit later on, and become part of certain situations all over the thumb position
in an even later stage.

I give you here a few scales in the neck position and their direct translations
in the thumb position. Notice that the Eb scale starts in closed thumb
position, but opens up to the open position as soon as possible.
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2nd pos.—————————-3rd pos.——————2nd pos.————————

2nd pos.—————————-3rd pos.——————2nd pos.————————
thumb on Ab

thumb on G

1st pos.—————3rd pos.—5th pos.——————3rd pos.—1st pos.———-

thumb on B

thumb on G

1st pos.—————-3rd pos.—5th pos.—————3rd pos.—1st pos.————
thumb on Ab

thumb on Ab

This approach of translating the neck movements into thumb movements is
extremely helpful in finding your security within the thumb position. At a
later stage we can become more liberal and incorporate the thumb in a more
flexible way, making things a lot easier in certain situations.

An example: the Ab scale in the translated way. Notice how we toggle
between the 1st and 2nd thumb position, i.e. between the closed and open
position:

thumb
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And with a more liberal approach:

thumb

Once in the thumb position there is a whole world to explore and develop.
Without the thumb: translating the fingerings from the neck positions literally
to the thumb position. But also with the use of the thumb, especially in
chordal passages. Those issues are covered in a separate booklet.

Be aware of the fact that playing solos in the thumb position is indeed very
expressive, and will project strongly. By the same token it is a register though
that doesn’t expose the character of the instrument as generously as the
lower positions do. Since it is somewhat difficult to come out of the thumb
position for two reasons: a physical one, and the reason that projection
diminishes, it can lead to the scenario where we are getting stuck up there.
Somehow this might not always be so attractive.
Also be aware of the beauty of walking into and especially out of the thumb
position. Listen to the masters of the 50s who would, without blinking an
eye, start walking a line on the high “c” in the thumb position and come
down elegantly.
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Once you can accept that we have the whole instrument at our disposition
for comping as well as soloing, and are able to navigate with ease through all
the positions - we are a step closer to be true masters of the double bass.
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2
The normal routes
As improvisers we need to be flexible and able to go into any direction at
any moment. This makes it important that we build confidence by developing
routes in and out of the thumb position that are solid, logical and clear. It is
for this reason that I will give you here the traffic rules used to navigate in
that transitional area. Rules based on the natural tendencies of the hand and
on logic and common sense.

The pivotal points:
The thumb position is entered through the use of the thumb on “g” or “ab”.
This means that if our last notes in the neck position are landing just below
those notes with a 3rd or 4th finger, we enter the thumb position with the
thumb. If the 3rd finger ends up playing a “g” or “ab”, we simply continue
playing with the fingers, placing the thumb onto the string.
The 4th finger is not used above “f#”, but becomes a 3rd finger from “g”
onwards. The side positions - with the thumb alongside the neck - go up to
the 12th position. As soon as the “ab” is played with the 1st finger, the thumb
comes over and positions itself onto the string, and we find ourself in the 1st
thumb position.
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The above will dictate our fingerings, and it is important to teach our body
and mind to move according to those rules. Here the essential routes into
the thumb position (with and without thumb):

Open and closed:
The hand is most relaxed with the thumb a whole step underneath the 1st
finger. This open position will be the preferred one. Only when there is a
specific reason for the hand to be in closed position - being in the 1st thumb
position is the most important one - we do so. In most cases the thumb
simply is placed a whole step underneath the 1st finger. Compared with its
position behind the neck in the neck positions.
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The rule that we have all fingers underneath the playing finger on the string
applies here as well. The thumb is never just floating in the air. It is for this
reason I avoid playing an harmonic on the octave-g unless in specific chord
situations. To do so is as useless as doing so when passing the potential
harmonic “d” on 1/3 of the g-string.

The dramatic arm movement:
The goal is to have our fingers be perpendicular to the string as much as
possible. The goal is to have an un-bent wrist, so our tendons are in their
most natural, loose position. This means loud and clear: swing you arm out
as much as possible when you play in the thumb position. Although we want
to see the positions on the bass as one continuous voyage, there is only one
way we can accomplish that for our fingers: swing out the elbow dramatically
once you move into the thumb position.

The anticipation and delaying of the thumb:
The thumb is the foundation of the fingers on a given string, yet it does not
want, or need, to move unnecessarily as such. Mostly the thumb will
anticipate the upper string at the start of a line, and it will want to stay
behind on the string it was coming from. Smart and strategic behaviour.
www.comprehensivebassmethod.com
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Here a few scales that will show you, in the bottom line, the position of the
thumb:

thumb

thumb

thumb
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3
With and without the thumb
The first to approach is the transition in and out of the thumb position with
the use of the thumb. This essential exercise has you play 2 notes underneath
and 2 notes above the thumb - going through the different keys:

At some point the “g” disappears and becomes “ab”. This is a crucial break in
the exercise:
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Once the above exercises are smooth, you can play all 12 keys in a row. Best
to start with the tonality of Db and go through the circle of 4ths. You will
notice that some tonalities will give you the same line, since not all 7 notes
of the scale are exposed.

It should speak for itself that once at ease with the above, we adapt the
exercise in order to play it on all 4 strings. The E-string might be a bit
intimidating at first, but you will see that once you have done the exercise on
this string, to play it again on the G-string suddenly feels so very comfortable.

When we reach the thumb area with a 3rd finger on “g” or “ab” we enter the
thumb position directly with the fingers, while the thumb simply finds its
proper place on the string, ready to be played.
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Here the exercise showing you this throughout the keys.

The following keys have the thumb land on “ab”. Notice how the place of the
thumb is determined by the desire to play the open thumb position and not
the tonality:
The tonalities of Gb and B could also be played like this:

Once these exercises are comfortable you can play them in all 12 keys. Best
to start with the tonality of Db and go through the circle of 4ths. You will
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Notice that some tonalities will give you the same line, since not all 7 notes
of the scale are exposed.
Again: this exercise on all strings.

Below some exercises that focus on the exiting of the thumb position.
Exiting is more difficult than entering for the same reason that descending on
the instrument is more difficult than ascending. In going down on the bass
we mostly go to a full hand; going up we mostly go to a first finger and fill
our hand in steps afterwards. Bending down also might be someone more
easy for the body than straightening up.
Here the exercise with the thumb on the “g”. Note that the thumb will
remain on the G-string the whole time - except for the last 4 notes of
course.
G-string————————D-string———G-string——————————————————————
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And with the thumb on “ab”. I realise the lines might sound a bit abstract, but
the goal is to move through all the different scenarios, teaching the hand to
explore all possible routes.
G-string————————D-string———G-string——————————————————————
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4
Flexibility
What is important is to not be afraid of one or the other way to enter or
exit the thumb position. There should not be a fixation on one or the other
method. Flexibility is the key word.
Here I give you an exercise that will make you explore all the different ways
of going in and out. We start with the “g” being the pivotal point of entry
and exit:
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And the same thing with the “g#” as pivotal point:

Or here an exercise that explores going in and out of the thumb position
through different routes:
D-str.——G-str————————————————D-string———-—G-str—————————-

The ultimate goal would be to play passages that move between (open string)
“g” and let’s say the “d” one-and-a-half octave higher on the G-string only in
one extreme - in the thumb position only as the other extreme, and all
possibilities between that.
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It is important to become extremely flexible in switching between the open
and closed thumb position.
Here an exercise that does just that. The realisation of the triad is the
deciding factor here:

etc.

Or in a more concise, but quite abstract way:

etc.

Or just the moving triads:
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etc.

Once you can clearly see all benefits of open and closed thumb position, you
will start taking the most economical routes, specific to each situation.
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5
The overlap
There is an area where high side positions and thumb positions overlap. The
decision which route to take will depend on the situation. It makes not much
sense to go into the thumb postpone for a few notes only, so side positions
are great for short passages around “g” and “a”. You will often see that on
the way out of the thumb position one will avoid jumping into the high side
positions. It is so much easier to “finish” the thumb position and move to for
instance the 8th position.

Below exercise goes into the thumb position without the thumb, but returns
by “finishing” up the thumb position to continue in a lower side position.
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Here an exercise that exposes all possibilities in a concise way. Make sure to
do this exercise on all 4 strings. I realise it is very abstract for the ear again,
but try to understand the logic of the exercise. It will help you in seeing the
importance of getting this exercise smooth and up to speed.
www.comprehensivebassmethod.com
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To be flexible in this area is very liberating. Teach your hand to walk the clear
and determined paths. Make sure the thumb is never aimlessly floating in the
air. It is either stretched in a relaxed way alongside the fingerboard, or on
the string in its appropriate place within the thumb position.
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6
Chords
When playing triads and seventh chords, the use of the thumb is very handy.
Especially on the way down, the thumb on the octave can be played as an
harmonic, giving us more time to make the movement to the next note.
Here a few exercises in triads:
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And the basic 7th chords:
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Remember that all thumbs on the octave on the way down are harmonics.
Of course you can extend these chord shape upwards and downwards. I
name this the card 10 exercise, or better card 110 (see Comprehensive Bass
Method).
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7
Liberal thumb position
Once the above is solidly ingrained into your system you can take a more
liberal approach towards the thumb position. The first thing being the
lowering of the thumb when you are in the lower thumb positions:

Another approach is the building up of flexibility by using all possible
fingerings on a specific scale. This thus might lead to play a scale below the
regular thumb position.
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You will notice that the flexible thumb will mostly appear underneath the
regular thumb position. This from the desire to stay in the thumb position
instead of leaving it. Upwards there normally should be no reason to start
playing the thumb below the octave, except perhaps in some chordal
situations.

To extend the hand with a fixed thumb is something that is worth looking
into. Here a few examples:

The beauty is to organise yourself, to teach your system to manoeuvre
through the positions in a logical, relaxed harmonious way. On those grounds
you can build your freedom, and all is fine - in the desire to make the
instrument speak and sing.
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